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BJØRN ANDREASSEN AND LOES
ADEGEEST CROWNED WINNERS OF THE
2023 UCI CYCLING ESPORTS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
February 18, 2023 – 173 racers contested Saturday's UCI Cycling Esports World

Championships, held in Zwift's new Scotland map. At the end of two exciting events, each

containing three fast and hotly contested event, Denmark’s Bjørn Andreassen and the

Netherland's Loes Adegeest were crowned world champions. Read below to see how the races

played out:
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Men's race:

Denmark’s Bjørn Andreassen took a commanding win in the 2023 UCI Cycling Esports World

Championships after riding strategically through the first two rounds of racing and then leaping

to an early lead in The Podium, the final event. Germany’s Jason Osborne, the 2020 UCI

Cycling Esports World Champion, was second, with his teammate Marc Mäding finishing third. 

86 riders started the men’s race, which was held in Zwift’s new Scotland world, launched earlier

this month for the world championship races. 

In order to win, Andreassen made it through the first two races. The first was The Punch, in

which the top thirty finishers advanced. The second stage was The Climb, where only the top 10

riders to finish advanced to the final stage, The Podium. 

Andreassen was largely hidden in the first two stages, but struck out early in the final race,

almost immediately opening up a lead that eventually stretched to 15 seconds. The nine other

riders were left to contest the remaining spots, with one rider getting eliminated at each of the

courses’ two sprint points. 
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The devil was at the back, and USA’s Zach Nehr was the first racer eliminated, followed by

Denmark’s Oskar Hvid, South Africa’s James Barnes, and Norway’s Haavard Gjeldnes. Pre-race

favorite, Freddy Ovett of Australia, tried to start a chase on the fifth lap, but ended up getting

caught out himself, followed by Kjell Power of Belgium. Denmark’s Anders Foldager was the

last eliminated, leaving Andereassen as the sole Dane in the race, facing Germans Osborn and

Mading. But with a lead that hardly ever dipped below 10 second in the closing laps,

Andreassen was able to ride comfortably to the win, with his real-world teammates promptly

handing him a bottle of champagne.

After the race, Andreassen credited mountain bike racing with helping him devise the winning

tactic, noting that he treated the start just as he would a mountain bike race.

The Punch

Earlier, the first race, The Punch, was held on Zwift’s Rolling Highland’s course.

USA’s Timothy Rugg was the first to attack, shooting off the front in the opening kilometers,

before quickly being brought back. He was followed by Australia’s Sam Hill. The move was soon

neutralized by a strong Belgian team led by pre-race favorite Victor Campanearts of Belgium. 

The peloton was all together with seven  kilometers to go when riders started to deploy their

burrito powerups, attempting to breakaway. 
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The race’s strongest move came at about three kilometers to go, and included Daniel Turek of

the Czech Republic, Stian Lersveen of Norway, France’s Geoffry Millour, Johan Noren of

Sweden, and Edward Lavarack of Great Britain. This group got a lead of six seconds as they

went through two kilometers to go, leading into the last climb.

A big acceleration from the group neutralized the gap, setting up a full gas sprint with the first

30 finishers set to advance to the second race. 

Rinus Verhelle, of Belgium, opened the sprint, and it was Germany’s Marc Mading taking the

win ahead of Haavard Gjeldnes, of Norway, and Osborn. 

The Climb

The second race saw riders tackle the punishing steeps of the Siggur climb three times. Thirty

riders took the start and only ten advanced to the final round. The opening kilometers saw the

group largely staying together, but the racing soon heated up with an attack from  Verhelle, who

went off the front on the second of three climbs. 

He earned a three second gap on the dirt descent while the bunch behind deployed a flurry of

anvil powerups. The fierce pace caused a few riders to fall off the pack while the riders at the

front spiked their power to seven watts per kilogram to push the pace. 

Christopher Dawson, of Ireland, brought the group back together with two kilometers to go and

Osborn took the win ahead of USA’s Zach Nehr and Belgium’s Kjell Power, setting up the final

showdown in The Podium. 
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Final Men's results:

Bjørn Andreassen, Denmark

Jason Osborne, Germany

Marc Mäding, Germany 

Men's Race Images:
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ABOUT ZWIFT

Final Women’s Results: (report to follow)

Loes Adegeest, Netherland

Zoe Langham, Great Britain 

Jaqueline Godbe, United States 
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Zwift is the fitness company born from gaming. We’re dedicated fitness enthusiasts, experienced video game
developers, and disruptive thinkers. Play is in our DNA and we know fun fuels results.

Zwift utilizes massively multiplayer online gaming technology to create rich, 3D worlds ripe for exploration. Join
thousands of cyclists and runners in immersive playgrounds like London, New York, and Paris as well as our
very own Watopia.

Our app connects wirelessly to exercise equipment: bike trainers, treadmills, and more, so your real world effort
powers your avatar in the game.

From friendly races to social rides and structured training programs, Zwift unites a diverse community in pursuit
of a more fun, immersive and social fitness experience.
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